In this work, the emission spectral range of halide perovskite nanocrystals is extended from violet to infrared, the widest emission range for halide perovskites to date. This range extension was made possible by a cost-effective solution-based synthesis process that only involves two halides [MAPb(Br x I 1Àx ) 3 and MA ¼ CH 3 NH 3 ]. Furthermore, the correlated-color temperature (CCT) of white light is tuned by blending an appropriate fraction of the as-synthesized blue, green, yellow, and red emitting nanocrystals. This represents one of the first applications of a tetradic phosphor system for maximizing the color rendering index (CRI) for this material. The CCT ranges from warm to cool white (2759-6398 K) and the CRI has a maximum value of 93.95. Thus, this fourfold phosphor approach demonstrates that halide perovskites are promising alternatives to conventional phosphors in the search for low-cost and high-quality white light sources in the next generation of white lighting technology.
Introduction
Solid-state lighting exhibits a signicant reduction in power consumption compared to traditional lighting technologies.
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In particular, III-nitride white light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have become increasingly popular due to their high energy efficiency, low energy consumption, and environmental friendliness. These commercialized white LEDs are typically fabricated by placing yellow phosphors (YAG:Ce 3+ ) on commonly available IIInitride blue LEDs. 5 The photon down-conversion process that occurs when the LED is turned on yields a mixture of blue and yellow light that observers perceive to be white. The lack of red wavelength components in this approach, however, leaves the produced light with an undesirably cold hue [high correlated color temperature (CCT)] and low color rendering index (CRI). 6 In addition, the photon down-conversion phosphors, in this case, give rise to their optical properties from rare-earth metal doping. 3, [7] [8] [9] [10] As can be expected of a substance with "rare" in its name, this substantially drives up the cost of current white LED technology. 1, 6, 11 Therefore, it is imperative to search for higherquality and lower-cost photon down-conversion materials.
Lead halide perovskites and their mixed-halide composites are emerging as a new generation of economic and scalable materials [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] due to their favourable optoelectronic properties such as strong absorption coefficients, 17, 18 broadband excitation, 19, 20 narrow band emission, 21, 22 broad color gamut, 23, 24 high quantum yield, [25] [26] [27] [28] and tunable bandgap. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] These properties attest to their future applicability in solid-state devices and may lead to rapid improvement in the performance of optoelectronic devices such as LEDs, 34-38 solar cells, [39] [40] [41] [42] photodetectors, 43, 44 and lasers. 45, 46 Many publications have reported the fabrication of white light LEDs using halide perovskites. Some used perovskites as one of the visible color emitting materials combined with a UV/blue LED chip and conventional phosphors.
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Others have replaced conventional phosphors altogether, using only perovskites with various emission spectra [red, green, and blue (RGB)]. [49] [50] [51] Recently, there has also been success in transforming halide perovskites into single-component whitelight emitters. [52] [53] [54] Thus, there is great potential for nanocrystal integration with III-nitride UV/blue LEDs to achieve high-quality white light and colorful LEDs via the direct combination of materials with different emission spectra.
Here, we demonstrate a breakthrough in photon downconversion based white LED technology via halide perovskite phosphors. Methylammonium lead mixed-halide MAPb(Br x -I 1Àx ) 3 perovskite nanocrystals have been synthesized via a solution-based synthesis with stringent ligand-mediation and anion ratio control, resulting in a wide range of narrow line-width emission spectra. The photoluminescence (PL) emission ranges from 408 nm to 755 nm and the band gap extends from 3.04 eV to 1.51 eV. Furthermore, we have estimated white light emission using the perovskite nanocrystals with four-band emission (blue, green, yellow, and red) instead of the usual three-band emission. 26, 49 By optimizing the contribution of each of the four components, we obtained tunable CCT ranging from 2759 to 6398 K and the CRI reached an unprecedented value of 93.95.
Experimental section

Materials and methods
The synthesis of MAPbBr 3 began by adding 0.025 g of MABr and 0.05 g of PbBr 2 to a mixture of 0.5 mL of dimethylformamide, 8.5 of mL gamma-butyrolactone, and 15 mL of octylamine (consider, 15 mL of the ligand octylamine as 'L'). This mixture was stirred at 70-80 C on a hot plate until the solids dissolved completely and the solution became transparent. Then, this precursor solution was slowly mixed with 5 mL of toluene under magnetic stirring at room temperature. The solution was then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 5 min to separate the aggregate particles. The supernatant was poured into a clean vial and centrifuged again at 16 000 rpm for 15 min. The precipitate was then collected by discarding the supernatant. The MAPbI 3 precursor solution was prepared using the same procedure as the MAPbBr 3 precursor, using 0.036 g of MAI and 0.069 g of PbI 2 to replace the bromine components. The MAPbI 3 precursor was blended with the MAPbBr 3 precursor in the ratio required to achieve the intended composition of MAPb(Br x I 1Àx ) 3 . In order to shi the PL emission from green to violet, the ligand (octylamine) concentration was increased in the MAPbBr 3 precursor only. Aer synthesis, the nanocrystals were dispersed in toluene for storage and further characterization. This synthesis was performed in an ambient atmosphere.
Characterization X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were taken using a Rigaku Smart Lab system with a Cu K a1 (l ¼ 1.54Å) xed anode X-ray source operating at 40 kV and 44 mA. Nanocrystal samples were placed on a glass substrate and dried in an ambient environment before XRD characterization.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements were performed using a Hitachi H-7000 TEM at 75 kV. Nanocrystal samples for TEM measurements were prepared by diluting them in toluene and sonicating to separate the individual particles. The sample was then carefully placed onto a copper grid with a carbon lm and dried in an ambient atmosphere before characterization. The UV-visible absorption spectra were measured using a VARIAN Carry 50 Scan UV-Spectrophotometer with nanocrystals in a toluene colloidal suspension. The PL spectra were measured using a Spectrouorophotometer (Shimadzu, RF-6000) with a monochromatic xenon lamp as the excitation source while the nanocrystals remained in a colloidal suspension. The LED spectra were obtained by combining four different emissions with different ratios. The calculation of CRI and CCT were performed according to equations dened by the CIE (Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage). Four different emission spectra (blue, green, yellow, and red) were combined and the spectral data were analysed to yield the CRI, CCT, and CIE coordinates.
Results and discussion
The effects of ligand concentration and compositions of anions on the crystal structure were studied using XRD patterns (Fig. 1a) . The sharp diffraction peaks conrm the high crystallinity of the nanocrystals. For MAPbBr 3 , the diffraction patterns are consistent with the cubic crystal structure with a Pm 3m (no. 221) space group. For MAPbI 3 , however, the diffraction scan shows a tetragonal crystal structure with an I4/mcm (no. 140) space group. 55, 56 No changes in the peak position of ligandmediated MAPbBr 3 nanocrystals was observed from the XRD patterns. This indicates that the adjustment of the ligand concentration in the reaction environment has no effect on the unit cell of the nanocrystals. The main diffraction peaks of the nanocrystals in the cubic phase are at approximately 15 , and
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, that correspond to the (100) and (200) planes, respectively.
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The sharp Bragg peaks reveal that these hybrid perovskites have high periodicity and good phase purity. 57 Furthermore, the crystal phase of MAPbBr 3 nanocrystals remains cubic for various ligand concentrations.
However, increasing the iodine content (decreasing 'x') at a xed ligand concentration resulted in a shi of the Bragg peaks to smaller angles (see in magnied XRD patterns, Fig. 1a) . The shi in the angles occurs when bromine ions are replaced by larger iodine ions. The increased ionic radius of iodine causes the lattice parameter to increase (Table 2) . At high iodine ion concentration, the crystal structure becomes tetragonal. The tetragonal phase is dened by a pseudocubic lattice; 58 therefore, the phase change remains a factor when considering how the amount of iodine present in the crystal structure could affect the lattice parameter. The pure MAPbI 3 sample has two Bragg peaks at 28. 15 and 28.41 (see in magnied XRD patterns, Fig. 1a) , which correspond to (004) and (220) planes in the tetragonal I4/mcm phase, respectively. These peaks gradually split with increasing the iodine content, which is attributed to the decrease in crystal structure symmetry. The crystal structure changes from the cubic phase to the tetragonal phase at a particular ratio of bromine to iodine content by rotating the PbX 6 octahedrons while maintaining corner sharing connectivity, 58 as depicted in Fig. 1b and c (the primitive cells of the tetragonal structure of MAPbI 3 and the cubic structure of MAPbBr 3 , respectively).
There are additional sharp peaks in XRD patterns at smaller angles (<10 ) that indicate the presence of highly ordered superlattice-like arrangements of nanocrystals. 59 Some of these large superstructures are due to nanoplatelets stacking face-toface and hence yielding low angle diffraction peaks. 60 A simple analysis of these peaks gives a spacing of $1-4 nm that corresponds to the spacing between the nanocrystals.
The effects of the various ligand concentrations and halide compositions on the morphology of the nanocrystals were analyzed by using TEM images, which are shown in Fig. 2 . The images in Fig. 2a-e show MAPbBr 3 nanocrystals with various ligand concentrations while the images in Fig. 2f-j (Fig. 2a) , while decreasing the ligand concentration (3.5L and 3L) allows nanocrystals grow larger and faster, which resulted in thicker nanoplatelets of thickness 2.28 nm and width 19.08 nm (Fig. 2b) . In Fig. 2c , the thickness increases slightly from that in Fig. 2b to 2.34 nm and the width increases substantially to 25.2 nm. The shape and orientation of these nanocrystals are already documented in the literature as face-to-face stacking nanoplatelets. 61, 62 The highly ordered growth in the 4L and 3.5L samples (average spacing of nanoplatelets 1.83 nm and 1.30 nm, respectively, Fig. 2a and b ) that has been found in the TEM images is in agreement with the very strong low-angle superstructure peaks observed in the XRD patterns of these samples. However, further decreasing the ligand concentration (2L) causes a transformation in the structure of the nanocrystals from nanoplatelets into other rectangular nanocrystals with a side length of 6.3 nm (Fig. 2d) . With a xed ligand concentration (1L), increasing the iodine content in bromide-based perovskites increases the size of the formed nanocrystals from average side lengths 6.8 nm (Fig. 2e ) to 8.7 nm (Fig. 2f) , 10.9 nm (Fig. 2g) , 13.9 nm (Fig. 2h) , 19.7 nm (Fig. 2i) , and 19.9 nm (Fig. 2j) . The morphology remains unchanged for the mixture of 'Br' and 'I'-based nanocrystals. Nevertheless, these rectangular nanocrystals are comprised of sets of nanoplatelets, which self-assemble into larger structures. 22 The periodic and well-ordered patterns in the TEM images also exhibit the existence of superlattice-like structures indicated by low-angle diffraction peaks in Fig. 1 .
UV-visible absorption spectra (Fig. 3) were taken to study the effect of various ligand concentrations and halide compositions on the band gap of the nanocrystals. The absorption spectra of MAPbBr 3 with different ligand concentrations are presented in Fig. 3a . We have approximated the band gap using the peak position of the absorption spectra. The absorption spectra of mixed-halide perovskites ('Br' and 'I') at a xed ligand concentration are shown in Fig. 3b . These spectra indicate the strong absorption of the synthesized nanocrystals in the visible region. The value of the bandgaps was calculated using Tauc plot analyses which are shown in the inset of Fig. 3b . 63 The bandgap ranges from 3.04 eV to 1.51 eV and these values are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 . The band gap tuning of MAPbBr 3 was achieved through quantum connement effects in the nanocrystals. The bandgap has a dependence on the ligand concentration while the nanocrystals remain smaller than the Bohr radius size limit because the quantum connement effect is strongest with smaller nanocrystals and weakens as the size of the nanocrystals increases and disappears completely once the nanocrystals grow larger than the Bohr radius size limit. For mixed halide perovskites, however, the band edge varies via a changing ratio of smaller 'Br' ions to larger 'I' ions in the crystal structure. It is known that the formation of the bandgap is a result of the bonding interaction between 'Pb' and 'Br/I' of ABX 3 perovskites. The bonding interaction between 'Pb' and 'Br' is stronger than that between 'Pb' and 'I'. 64 Thus, there are larger bandgaps for the perovskites with a high bromine content than that of perovskites containing mostly or entirely iodine. The controllably tuned bandgap energy from violet to IR Fig. 3 Optical absorption spectra of (a) MAPbBr 3 with ligand concentration variation and (b) MAPb(Br x I 1Àx ) 3 with 'Br' and 'I' composition variation at a fixed ligand amount (1L), and inset is the Tauc plot of the sample at x ¼ 0.8. Fig. 4 The normalized PL emission spectra of halide perovskite nanocrystals over the range of 408-755 nm with varying ligand concentration for MAPbBr 3 and composition of 'Br' and 'I' for MAPb(Br x I 1Àx ) 3 .
by using only two types of halide ions leading to successful procurement of colorful optoelectronic devices. Fig. 4 shows the PL emission of MAPb(Br x I 1Àx ) 3 perovskites synthesized at various ligand concentrations and different 'Br' to 'I' ratios. Tunable emission was observed from MAPbBr 3 nanocrystals by varying the ligand concentration with an excitation wavelength of 365 nm. The peak position of the PL emission ranged from violet to green (408-520 nm). The ligand concentration affects the PL emission of the nanocrystals by restraining crystal growth as ligands bind to the outside of the nanocrystals during nucleation, thus making the structures smaller. This growth constraint gives rise to stronger quantum connement effects, thus engineering the PL properties of the material. Then, the ratio of 'Br' and 'I' was adjusted for MAPb(Br x I 1Àx ) 3 at a xed ligand concentration to obtain wavelength ranges from green to IR (520-755 nm) and these nanocrystals are excited at 450 nm. The peak emission wavelengths are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 . The PL emission spectra (violet-IR) are narrow and sharp as characterized by the fullwidth at half-maximum (FWHM). The range of values for the FWHM from blue to red is 15-41 nm (shown in Tables 1 and 2) , which are comparatively smaller values than typically found for these compounds. 34, 65 The narrow FWHM implies high brightness, strong emission, and color purity in the PL emission of these perovskites which acts to increase the CRI of white light emission.
66,67 Hence, we effectively tuned the PL from violet to IR using only two halides in the perovskite nanocrystals.
The FWHM of the PL emission in ligand tuned MAPbBr 3 nanocrystals noticeably changes as the spectrum shis to the red range. The FWHM reduction towards the blue and violet end of the spectrum is due to the effects that ligands have on crystal growth. The shorter crystal growth stage forces all nanocrystals to be smaller in size because there would not be enough time to create a signicant size discrepancy between the growing nanocrystals during the shortened crystal growth stage during synthesis. As the ligand concentration decreases, the FWHM of PL emission increases. For mixed-halide perovskites, the increase in the FWHM as the iodine content increases is due to the inherently broader FWHM of MAPbI 3 nanocrystals.
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The excitation spectra along with the corresponding emission spectra of the perovskites are shown in Fig. 5 . These excitation spectra are broadband and extend from the UV to the visible range, which indicates the possibility of excitation by Fig. 5 The normalized excitation spectra along with the corresponding normalized emission (blue, green, yellow, and red) spectra. Then, we estimated the CCT and CRI of white light obtained from these nanocrystals. The combined emission spectra, tuned for different CCTs, are presented in Fig. 6 . The combination of the four emission spectra demonstrates that a relatively high integrated intensity of the yellow and red phosphors is suitable for warm white light whereas increasing the integrated intensity of blue and green phosphors will cool the light hue. The CIE color coordinate diagram of white light emission is shown in Fig. 7 . The effect of tuning the CCT of white light is plotted on the black body curve of the CIE chart. The CIE coordinates corresponding to white light nearly match the Planckian locus, which reveals that the color temperature we obtained is suitable and comfortable for human eyes. Different CCT and CRI values with corresponding CIE coordinates are presented in Table 3 . The maximum CRI value we obtained is 93.95 at a CCT of 2759 K. To the best of our knowledge, the CRI value here is superior to previous reports for these materials.
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Higher CRI values with suitable CCTs can be obtained from the combination of nanocrystals with different emissions. In addition, one of the CIE coordinates obtained is (0.31, 0.33) which is very close to the standard neutral white light (0.33, 0.33). These results indicate that perovskite nanocrystals MAPb(Br x I 1Àx ) 3 have the potential to replace the conventional phosphors for next-generation light emitting devices.
Conclusion
In summary, nanocrystals with PL emission spectra ranging from violet to IR (408-755 nm) have been synthesized by adjusting the ligand concentration in MAPbBr 3 and anion ratios of 'Br' to 'I' in MAPb(Br x I 1Àx ) 3 while keeping the ligand concentration constant. The bandgap is controllably tuned through the range of 3.04-1.51 eV. Thus, optoelectronic devices with a broad color gamut are now obtainable using two halide types rather than the traditional three, including MAPbCl 3 perovskites. In addition, we have demonstrated, as a rst for this class of materials, a CCT estimation extending from cool to warm white emission with CRI values of up to 93.95. To our knowledge, a CRI of 93.95 is the highest value achieved using these materials. This exceptional light quality demonstrates the potential use of this material as the next generation of photon down-conversion phosphors for lighting devices.
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